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Staging News
!
This year continues to be a busy and
exciting season for stagings. Twenty-five
contracts have been completed with more in
progress for 2010. In February 2010 there
were 41 performances of dances staged from
score.
March 2009, saw Antony Tudor’s
Fandango staged by Amanda McKerrow for
Ballet Tucson, AZ, and Anna Sokolow’s
Kaddish staged by Danna Reubin for
performance at Temple Emanu-el in Dallas,
TX." In April, Humphrey’s Passacaglia and
Fugue in C was staged by Mino Nicolas at
Goucher College, MD." This was followed in
May with two stagings done for educational
purposes at The Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH." For her Masters’ thesis,
Karena Birk staged the fourth solo from
Tudor’s Dark Elegies, and Sheila Marion’s
Directing from Score class staged Jon
Rodriguez’s Vivaldiana." The educational focus
continued in Brunoy, France with Ted Shawn’s
Polonaise staged by Elisabeth Schwartz for
students at Ascendancehiphop, as a catalyst to
explore confrontation.
September began with stagings by
Noelle Simonet and Jean Marc Piquemall of
Charles Weidman’s Traditions and Helen
Tamiris’ Negro Spirituals for Compagnie
Labkine in Brunoy, France. Tudor works were
represented in October with the staging of
Continuo by Amanda McKerrow for Festival
Ballet Theater, Fountain Valley, CA. In
November, Charles Weidman’s Brahms Walzes
was performed in Belhaven College, Jackson,
MS as staged by Valerie Henry. Other
performances in November included: Joyce
Trisler’s Journey, staged by Felicia Rose at
Wayne State University, Detroit, MI, and
Doris Humphrey’s The Shakers staged by Ray
Cook for Vassar Repertory Dance Theatre,
Poughkeepsie, NY. Spring, 2010 will see a
repeat performance of The Shakers at Vassar.
Other works to be performed twice, in
December and again in April, are Taliafaro’s
Falling Off the Back Porch, staged by Bridget
Roosa at Agnes Scott College, Decatur, GA,
and Helen Tamiris’ Negro Spirituals for
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ,
staged by Elizabeth McPherson.
More Tudor works are scheduled for
2010 beginning February with eight
performances of Little Improvisations at North
Carolina School of the Arts, Winston Salem,
NC, and Continuo for Festival Ballet
Providence, RI. Three additional
performances are scheduled in June." Amanda
McKerrow & John Gardner will stage both
works. The Ohio State University will host
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Senta Driver’s Drink to me Only with Thine Eyes
from Missing Persons in February. "It will be
staged by Jolene Bartley, Susan Hadley and
Sheila Marion. "Silvana Cardell will stage
Humphrey’s Waterstudy for Georgian Court
University in Lakewood, NJ. In April, Donald
McKayle’s Games will be staged by Elizabeth
McPherson and coached by Liane and Donald
McKayle for performance at Montclair State
University, Montclair, NJ. Other performances
in April are Valerie Bettis’s The Desperate Heart,
for Compagnie Labkine in Brunoy, France,
staged by Noelle Simonet and Jean Marc
Piquemal. Peggy Hackney’s staging of Doris
Humphrey’s The Shakers will be presented at
the University of California at Berkeley, CA,
Leni Wylliams’ Sweet in the Morning will be
staged in May for Florida Atlantic University,
Boca Raton, FL, by Kathryn Austin." Dyanne
Harvey will coach this work. In May and
November, Tudor’s Continuo will be seen first at
Ballet San Jose, San Jose, CA, and again in
November for the New Zealand School of
Dance, Wellington, New Zealand.! Both
stagings will be by Donald Mahler."
Notation Project Updates
Notation associate Sandra Aberkalns
completed the capture phase of Katherine
Dunham’s Ragtime in March 2009, as staged by
the Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Company
for Trinity College in Hartford, CT. The
second and final phase will be determined
when funding becomes available. In August,
Sandra notated Ze-Eva Cohen’s Rainwood, as
set by Cohen on the Utah Repertory Dance
Co. in Salt Lake City, UT. Projected date of
completion is late 2009 or early 2010. While in
Salt Lake City, Sandra was able to complete
the capture phase of another Cohen work,
Ariadne. Completion will be determined by the
availability of funding.
Below an excerpt from Tudor’s Soiree Musicale.
Score by Ann Hutchinson Guest
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The notation of two Martha Graham scores initiated in
2008 has been completed. They are Appalachian Spring staged at
Juilliard and notated by Sandra Aberkalns, and Panorama staged at
Skidmore College and notated by Mary Corey. Other Graham
notation projects staged by and on the Graham Company include
Celebration, notated by Ray Cook, and Frontier, notated by Notation
Associate Mira Kim. El Penitente and Deep Song are currently being
notated by Sandra Aberkalns and Mira Kim respectively.
Mira Kim continues to work on her certifying score, Peter
Quanz’s ballet Kaleidoscope, which he staged on Les Grands Ballets
Canadiens in April. Target date for completion is 2010. Eleo Pomare’s
Las Desenamoradas, notation by former DNB Notation Associate,
Jennifer Garda as her certifying score, is still in progress. Former
Pomare dancers at Southern Methodist University staged the work in
August 2008.
As always, the DNB is delighted to support companies,
schools and individuals who keep dance treasures alive and onstage!
We look forward to more staging and notation projects through 2010
and 2011!

Report from Oona Haaranen, Director of Education
!
!
Oona Haaranen and Mira Kim have been redesigning the
existing Elementary-level Labanotation Correspondence Course into
an online format. The current correspondence course will be
enhanced with online quizzes, video excerpts, power point
presentations, notation dictations and discussions. In addition students
will be able to conference with their teacher via web cam. This will
make the current course more interactive and the LN course will be
available all over the world. Thank you to the Professional Advisory Committee
and the Course Content Committee members for all their recommendations! The
DNB is in the process of beginning to seek a funding source to
underwrite the start-up costs for the futures online course.
!
In 2009 at the DNB, Charlotte Wile led two Professional
Advisory Committee meetings and three open theory meetings
pertaining to both Motif Notation and Labanotation.
!
In June, the Laban community building breakfast took place at
the National Dance Education Organization Conference in New York
City. This event was organized in collaboration with the Language of
Dance Center, Dance Education Laboratory at the 92nd St Y and the
DNB.
In December, Oona Haaranen and Christianne Beffel taught a
LN workshop at the New York Theatre Ballet for ten ballet dancers,
who quickly learned LN by reading and dancing two excerpts from
Tudor’s Soiree Musicale. More “read and dance” LN workshops are
planned for the year 2010.

Report from William Kiley, Director of Finance

!
#
Fundraising is a year-round endeavor at the DNB. Annual
support from state and federal arts agencies are critical to sustaining
the DNB’s mission. We are, therefore, pleased to report that the New
York State Council on the Arts (NYSCA) has awarded the DNB
$17,000 in general operations support for fiscal year 2010. The
proceeds will be used for general operations expense, such as rent and
salary not otherwise funded by program based grants.
!
The DNB has also recently received two significant grants from
the National Endowment for the Arts. The first is a one-year $25,000
grant to support the salaries of our Directors of Programs and
Education. The second is a two-year $20,000 grant to support the
digitization of handwritten Labanotation scores by transcription into
LabanWriter, a software application that runs on Apple computers.
The first grant allows the DNB to preserve critical jobs in the midst of
a difficult national economic period; the second enables the
preservation of important dance scores that were originally notated by
hand. The latter grant also facilitates the update of these scores
according to the latest accepted standards of notation symbology and
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syntax.
!
The DNB is particularly fortunate to have received an NEA
grant for salary support. Early in 2009, the NEA received fifty million
dollars as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (a.k.a. the Stimulus Plan). It issued a request for proposals and
made thirty million dollars available, on a competitive basis, to nonprofit arts organizations (The NEA distributed the remaining twenty
million dollars to state arts councils, such as NYSCA).
#
Our Directors of Programs and Education positions are not
self-supporting through earned revenue sources. The NEA’s grant for
salary support provided timely and critical assistance in closing what
would have otherwise been a gap in the DNB’s operating budget for
the fiscal year ending in June 2010. We are grateful for the NEA’s
continued support of the DNB and our mission to preserve dance
through Labanotation.

Interview with Jennifer Garda
by Jessica Lindberg Coxe

#
Jennifer Garda took Labanotation courses as an undergraduate
at the The Ohio State University. “I started working on several
notation projects throughout my senior year… I was very intrigued
about the difference between reading and writing Labanotation,” said
Garda." After several conversations with faculty members Valarie
Williams and Sheila Marion, she decided to take notator training.
#
During Garda’s first years of training there was a transition
taking place at the DNB. “We were never sure when or where our next
project or class would be,” recalls Garda, “[but] it was exciting to
notate classes and workshops with the Graham Company,
Cunningham School, Limon Company and Pilobolus Dance Theater.”
#
Garda is now working on notating Eleo Pomare's Las
Desenamoradas." Originally performed in 1967 by the Eleo Pomare
Dance Company, Las Desenamoradas was staged at Southern Methodist
University by Cathy Thomas and Martial Roumain in 2008." “Patty
Delaney [a professor at SMU] brought this project to me." She knew
that I was still looking for a certifying score and thought this would be
great for me,” said Garda. The most challenging part of Garda’s
notation process has been working with the music. “John Coltrane's
Ole is a jazz quartet, and thus there is no music score." The dancers'
counts are laid across the music different ways in each section,” said
Garda.
“Unfortunately, before the piece was staged, Mr. Pomare
passed away from Esophageal Cancer." He was very adamant about
making sure this piece was notated." He would not sign the contract for
the staging until he knew notation was a part of the project." This
score will enable dancers from all over the world to experience his style
and work,” states Garda.

The DNB Extension Report
by Jessica Lindberg Coxe
#
Rachael Riggs Leyva, a Master of Fine Arts candidate at The
Ohio State University, has completed her notation of the Augmentation
duet from Trisha Brown's “M.O.” (1995). !Augmentation was staged by
former Trisha Brown Dance Company member Abigail Yager and
performed by Ariadne Mikou and Laurie Atkins in November 2008 at
the EMMA lab at ACCAD at The Ohio State University. "“Part of the
research included developing ways of communicating stylistic aspects
of release technique, particularly movement mechanics and intention.”
said Leyva. “I documented the rehearsal process and
methodology. "The phrase material of the duet is notated as its own
mini-score, and a choreographic score follows. The choreographic
score uses non-traditional layout to encourage stagers to follow the
rehearsal process.” Leyva’s notation is also non-traditional, an
integration of motif description with the structured Labanotation staff
to clearly communicate the ‘intention’ of the movement. She
presented her research in January 2009 at OSU.
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Labanotation Teachers Certification Course at OSU
by Jessica Lindberg Coxe and Oona Haaranen
June 10 – 23, 2009 seven students took part in the Teacher
Certification Course (TCC) for Elementary Labanotation through the
Dance Notation Bureau (DNB) Extension at The Ohio State
University (OSU). DNB Education Director Oona Haaranen traveled
to Ohio to observe and guest teach during the two week long course.
“It was very positive to observe students’ integrating Labanotation
teaching into different subjects such as Hula Dancing, Musical
Theatre, Jazz, Choreography, Dance History, Modern Dance and
Ballet Technique,” commented Haaranen. The TCC faculty included
Julie Brody, John Giffin, Oona Haaranen, Sheila Marion, Valarie
Williams and Rachael Riggs Levyva (apprentice teacher).
#
As part of the course each student is asked to present three
sample classes, or examples of classes they may teach using the skills
learned during the first part of TCC. For this article, each student was
asked to share his or her thoughts about one sample class he or she
taught. Jolene Bartley, from Sligo, Pennsylvania, is currently a third year
MFA candidate at OSU. Bartley aspires to graduate from OSU and go
on to teach in higher education. She taught a class entitled: “Timing is
everything - Integrating rhythm through notation.” This class is an
“elective jazz class that utilizes the notation staff ’s steps in time as a
visual representation of specific rhythms.”
#
Karena Birk, from Seattle, Washington, is currently an MFA
student in Dance at OSU. Birk projects a return to teaching and
performing upon completion of her Masters degree. “I would like to
incorporate notation into the full variety of my teaching, whether I am
teaching technique, repertory, or composition,” states Birk. She
instructed the other TCC students in a sample Ballet I class. This class
included basic ballet, history of ballet and Labanotation. Birk’s reason
for inclusion of notation was “to serve as a learning and memory aid,
especially in more complicated steps like jumps and traveling steps.”
#
The third OSU MFA student was Michael J. Morris, from Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. “I am currently considering pursuing my PhD in
Dance,” states Morris. “I am interested in exploring the nature of
corporeal identity and its relationship to a dance practice. I am
interested in how this research might inform an understanding of or
approach to a choreographic process.” Morris’ class: “Choreographic
Knowledge: Integrated Repertory, Composition, and Notation”
explored the progression of choreographic knowledge from repertory,
into notation, into creative interpretation of that notation, and
eventually into composition studies based on the individual corporeal
experience and understanding of that choreographic knowledge.
“[The class] asks what the individual dancer finds to be essential in a
piece of choreography through readings, descriptions, and viewings,
and how those essential components might serve as the impetus for
new composition.”
"
Christianne Beffel, from Cleveland, Ohio, teaches at the
Fairmount Performing Arts Conservatory in Cleveland. “I teach
theatre students dance technique,” states Beffel. As a fourth year
undergrad dance major/theatre minor at OSU, “I plan on going into
the musical theatre world as a dancer and as a choreographer, taking
my notation with me to help remember it as well as using LN as a
teaching tool for when I’m teaching choreography.” Beffel describes
her class Musical Theatre for the Actor: “Basically, it is a musical
theatre dance technique class where actors learn how they can use
notation to help remember blocking and choreography for shows that
they are in as well as warm up combinations that they end up notating
themselves that they can keep and use on their own to continue
practicing.”
#
Beth McKee Elliott currently lives near Washington, DC in
Springfield, Virginia. Elliott holds an MFA in Dance Performance and
Choreography from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. In the future

she plans to Choreograph, teach, perform, and notate dance. Elliott
taught a class based on Hula Motifs. “Because I am not qualified to
teach Hula (only a sanctioned Kumu may do so) I used notation
readings to allow the students to experience some basic hula steps,”
explains Elliott." “The movement of this unique dance form was an
excellent vehicle to investigate Hawaiian music, dance, history, and
culture."Because I am neither Hawaiian nor a Kumu, it was only
through Labanotation that this experience was possible.”
#
Bridget Roosa is currently the Director of the Dance Program at
Agnes Scott College and director of the student ensemble, Studio
Dance Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia. She holds a BFA, in Dance from
Southern Methodist University and an MFA in dance from Florida
State University. Roosa taught a class entitled: Joshua and Foot hooks.
In her class Roosa “focused on Helen Tamiris’ Joshua from her Negro
Spirituals. The class began with a warm-up that was created both to
warm the dancer and to get them focused on the different surfaces of
the foot. [The students] then learned symbols for the whole foot and
ball of the foot so that they could begin reading Joshua from the
Labanotation score.” This experience was followed by a class
discussion and observation of Dianne McIntyre performing Joshua on
DVD.
#
“The energy of the course was uplifting,” explains
Haaranen. “I have a very good feeling about the future of notation
after observing these students and their wonderful ideas.” Our world of
Labanotation now has seven stellar new teachers and advocates.

Left to right: Jolene, Mara, Christianne, Karena, Beth, Bridget and Michael.
Photo by Valarie Williams.
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Notator interview with Patty Harrington Delaney

DNBULLETIN

by Oona Haaranen
began at the University of Georgia during a
restaging by two Pilobolus dancers, Matt and
Emily Kent. It continued into a restaging of
Alraune at SMU by one of the choreographers
of the work, Alison Chase. Alison and I
collaborated closely on recapturing the essence
of the work from its original version, which she
and Moses Pendleton created and performed in
the 1970’s.

Patty Harrington Delaney.
What was your first notation experience?
I took a three-week notation course in graduate
school in the late 1970’s.
How did you become interested in
notation? In 1992, Dr. Jill Beck, SMU Dance
Department Chair, was teaching notation and
invited me to join the class. She was teaching
LN as an adventure in dance masterworks as
well as cultural dances. The emphasis was in
reading and in contextual information rather
than theory details.
What is your favorite part of notating a
work? It is hard to say. When you are notating
a dance there are great ‘aha’ moments as you
find the richest way to translate the movement
into notation. However, I love the rehearsal
process and being that close to the work in both
theory and practice. I have been very fortunate
to notate works in which “the wisdom of the
work” has been intact. This is when the
choreographer or a repiteur carries the essence
and integrity of a work in their body and spirit.
What is your approach to notating a
work? I see a videotape of the work before I
go to the rehearsal process so I am familiar with
the work and the musical score. I have all of the
rehearsals videotaped in order to have a record
of all that is said and done. It is important to
me to not only capture the movement but also
to record the imagery and anecdotes that are
given by the director as motivational/
contextual material for the dancers. This
information includes written materials as well as
filmed interviews with the choreographer or
repiteur, the composer if possible and as many
generations of dancers who have danced the
work that I can assemble.
What are the most memorable pieces you
have notated? Alraune duet. I love the work of
Pilobolus. It was a long journey. The process
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What have been the most interesting
moments in your work? Some of my
favorite moments in a notation process have
been working with a musician who is both a
dear friend and a professional colleague, Ray
Allen. He provides me with musical expertise
and an invaluable check and balance system to
ensure musical accuracy in my scores.
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What has been the biggest challenge in
your work? It has been interesting to see
how a dance can lose its integrity from its
original form when a dancer learns it from
video and/or another dancer without the
benefit of “the wisdom of the dance.” In my
opinion, the performers are being denied the
opportunity to enrich their performance to its
fullest potential and audiences are being denied
the opportunity to experience the work in its
truest and most engaging form.
What is a notation project that you would
be interested in doing in the future? Eleo
Pomare’s works intrigue me. Eleo was not afraid
to speak his mind in movement no matter what
the consequences were for him personally. In an
interview for the PBS special, Free to Dance, he
spoke of the responsibility artists have to find
the courage to speak about what is going on, no
matter how much it bucks the establishment.
This is a profound statement from an AfricanAmerican, gay man who had the courage in the
1960’s to choreograph about drug addiction
and police brutality in inner city
neighborhoods.
Who introduced you to Motif Writing and
what do you think about Motif Writing?
Lucy Venable introduced me to the Motif
Writing during the Teacher’s Certification
Course at OSU in 1995. I later took Language
of Dance Stages I and II with Tina Curran,
Jane Delieu and Ann Hutchinson Guest. As a
CLMA, Certified Notator and teacher of
notation for many years, I firmly believe that
Motif notation provides us with the most
accessible and engaging way to present and
promote dance literacy. It is my hope that the
DNB will soon have certifying exams in Motif
Writing so that more teachers can affordably
achieve accreditation in this area of Laban
Studies.
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